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ABSTRACT
Several social mobilization dynamics which cause shift in language are becoming issues  
of growing concern for linguists who do not just study but also try to proffer solutions on  
how to  maintain  and    save  the  languages.  This  calls  for  actions  and reactions  to  
language  shift  and  maintenance  around  the  world  especially  in  Africa.  This  paper  
therefore  tried  to  answer  the  following  questions;  what  are  the  social  reasons  for  
language shift? Are there common social factors across these cases for their shift or did  
all these populations shift for different reasons? The identification of the various social  
networks  that  influence  language  shift  in  Gbagyi  language  using  Paulstons  social  
mobilization  theory  was  employed  in  determining  language  shift,  recovery  and  
maintenance in Gbagyi. The paper traced the extent of social networks have greatly or  
overtly influenced the language negatively and positively. It shall also suggest ways on  
how  the  Gbagyi  language  can  be  maintained.  The  language  planners  and  legalised  
language planners shall greatly benefit from this study.

Introduction   
Language shift  occurs  more or  less  like  structural  where  shift  occurs  gradually  most 
often; being       noticed only after the process is complete or has advanced.  For a larger 
part  of  human  existence,  thenormal  situation  according  to  Millar  (2007)  was  for 
everybody to routinely learn and use two or  more different languages and  most speakers 
of  any language have a day-to-day dealings with the speakers of at  least  one or  two 
languages,  and possibly  with  a  larger  number  of  people.  Mufwene(2004)  attests  that 
languages   like species of animals have lives, especially in the way they are born and the 
way they die. He further states that no one can determine precisely when languages are 
born because they do not have gestation period that can be observed and anticipated to 
lead to     their births. The only way language birth can be declared is when its separate 



existence is recognized relative to its proto- variety, Chaudenson (1992). New varieties 
can also emerge due to various ecological factors which can lead to relocation thereby 
leading to the transfer of several structural variants to the new location which might end 
up  being  identified  as  separate  languages,  as  in  the  case  of  the  Romance  languages 
documented in Trask (1996). Languages also can be issued death certificates as done for 
an organism like  human being.  Languages  die  because speakers  shift  away from the 
communicative events whereby speakers find it  more convenient to use advantageous 
language at the expense of the disadvantageous one.Total shift occurs when there are no 
longer  situations  in  which  it  is  possible  to  communicate  in  the  disadvantageous 
languages, e.g. the cases of some Languages in Bauchi and Plateau, Mufwene (2006). 
English, for example is spreading around the world because more people are hoping to 
find better job opportunities, and opportunities to travel out and to be read by others. 
Scholars and bureaucrats in non- Anglophone countries become models that inspire their 
people invest time and resources in learning the language thereby enabling     them enjoy 
the same benefits.  
This paper primarily tried to examine some social factors exerting pressures on language 
that  lead     to  the  shift  experienced  in  most  languages  using  the  Paulston  Social  
Mobilization Theory                  (1985, 1987, 1994). It shall also examine the influence of  
the social factors on language shift and       maintenance, using Gbagyi language as a case  
study.

Paulston Social Mobilization Theory
Paulston  social  mobilization theory  (1985,  1987,  1992  and1994)  as  quoted  in 
Aswegen(2008) tries to answer the question on how the success and failure of language 
policies can be predicted in multilingual states? She presented several answers through 
the generalisations of social conditions which support language shift and maintenance. 
She also contends that language policies that are against socio-cultural forces will not be 
successful  and  that  the  major  challenge  in  predicting  linguistic  outcomes  in  contact 
situation  lies  in  understanding  and  identifying  the  relevant  social  determinants  of 
language shift and maintenance. This theory also tries to discover why some speakers of 
some languages cling to their ancestral languages while others slowly or rapidly abandon 
theirs When there is power struggle and not much purpose with ethnicity,the common 
course is assimilation which leads to language shift.  Paulston (1994:17, 2006) tries to 
identify some causative factors encouraging the rate at which language shift occur in a 
language  and  support  language  maintenance.  These  factors  amongst  others  include; 
language  contact,  language  policies,  social  institutions,  such  as  schooling,  marriage, 
religion, mass-media, access to roads and transportation, wars, occupations, demographic 



factors and urbanization. Others  include, continued access to a  standardized written L1 
with   cultural  prestige  and  tradition  in  contradiction  to  a  non-  standard,  non-written 
language  of   no  prestige,  voluntary  migration,  access  to  public  schools,   economic 
incentives in the form of available jobs, colonization, and geographical isolation as in the 
case of the Indian     groups of Peru.

Gbagyi:  People and their Origin
The Gbagyi language according to linguistic evidence which, is said to belong to the Kwa 
sub-group of    Niger-Congo languages  of  the  Niger-Kordofanian family,  was spoken 
since 6000 years ago,      Greenberg (1963) cited in Rosenden,(1992) and quoted by 
Galadima (2012). The Gbagyi People arebelieved to be the largest ethnic group in central 
Nigeria with a population of about 10,000,000 today. Gbagyi is closely related to Nupe 
which is spoken in the south of Gbagyi kingdom.
The most accepted account of the origin and the real background of the Gbagyi people, 
however,  say the people originated from Borno, in the North east of Nigeria.  Temple 
(1919), says it is possible that they are indigenous to Zamfara, the districts stretching 
down to the Southern part of Zaria province. This makes it easy for them to be more 
influenced by these other groups who are                considered to be more influential than 
them. 
Nadel, as quoted by Malafia(2008) believes that the Gbagyi who came originally from 
Borno are   Beriberi in origin. This assertion was supported by Backwell(1932:31) in 
Mailafia(2008). He said     that, Borno is their (Gbagyi) traditional country of origin, and  
the Gwari Genge of Abuja claim to be of Egyptian descent and treasure a substance  
resembling a lapis lazuli which is said to have been   brought from Egypt.  Historians like 
Ishaku Baraje as quoted in Mailafia(1990:44),  also supported the above assertion but 
added that, the Gbagyi lived in Saudi Arabia and later migrated into Africa because the 
Islamic religion spread in the country. They crossed into Africa in small groups. They 
later settled in Borno with the Kanuri Beriberi- and other ethnic groups. This is strongly 
supported by many Gbagyi. This group believes that the Gbagyi and the Kanuri share 
common facial  marks  and other  similar  cultural  practices  although;  this  claim is  not 
supported by linguistic evidence there are other postulations of the origin of the Gbagyi. 
Bmyanyiko (1997) wrote that the Gbagyi migrated from the Chadian region into Borno 
about 1400 AD but later migrated into Kano and further into     Zaria by 1700AD which 
might be the only connection that exists between Hausa and Gbagyi.

Is language Shift a problem?



Generally the accelerated pace of language endangerment is considered to be a problem 
by linguists and by the speakers. However some linguists, such as the late phonetician 
Peter    Ladefoged  ,  have argued that  language death is  a  natural  part  of  the  process of 
human cultural           development, and that languages die because communities stop 
speaking  them  for  their  own  reasons.  He  also  argued  that  linguists  should  simply 
document  and  describe  languages  scientifically,  but  not  seek  to  interfere  with  the 
processes  of  language  loss.  A majority  of  linguists  Hale  in  Hale  et  al  (1992:32),  do 
consider that language loss is an ethical problem as they consider that most communities 
would prefer to maintain their languages if given a real choice, as well as a scientific 
problem, because language loss on the scale currently taking place will mean that future 
linguists will only have access to a fraction of the world's linguistic diversity, and will 
therefore have a skewed picture of     what human language is and can be. Some linguists 
consider  linguistic  diversity  to  be  analogous  to  biological  diversity,  and  compare 
language endangerment to  wildlife endangerment. Language shift can affect the social 
aspects of the community associated with the language which is being lost negatively. 
When it involves loss of the first language it can lead to cultural disintegration and a 
variety  of  social  problems  including  increased  premature  death  and  dysfunctional 
families.  In  Nigeria  for  example,  many  parents  bring  up  their  children  hating  their 
heritage  languages  and  being ashamed of  being  associated  with  their  parents.  Ohiri- 
Anichie  (1997)  said  that  as  a  result  of  the  shift  many  Nigerians  feel  neither  fully, 
Europeans nor fully Nigerians. In  the case of Gbagyi, language.(a language spoken in 
Kaduna,  Niger, Nasarawa,  kogi, Kwara and Federal Capital Territory (FCT), having two 
major dialects, Gbagyi Nge and Gbagyi Nkwo) important changes  have occurred, some 
of them are due to  constant contact with the dominant language in the region ,Hausa and 
other minority neighbouring languages. These changes include the domains of Lexicon, 
grammar, morphology and   phonology, although, it  will  not be accurate to  say that 
Gbagyi language   has totally changed beyond  recognition. Language shift therefore has 
been   argued by Linguists as a processual outcome of both outside forces, stemming 
from regional,           national and global conditions and locally determined agencies. 

Literature Review  
Language Contact
The concept of Language contact makes one to become aware of the fact that languages, 
like cultures are ever seldom sufficient into themselves,  Sapir  (1921:192).  Languages 
rarely find themselves in a completely isolated environment without any contact with 
other languages. Millar (2007) believes    that speakers of languages have day-to-day 
dealings with the speakers of at least one or two or more languages. Paulston (1994:10) 
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discovered  that  an  important  factor  in  language  shift  and maintenance  is  the  contact 
situation. She believes that, voluntary migration, especially of individuals and families 
using the case of Sweden Immigrant groups, than in the case of colonisation, where the 
entire groups are brought into the nation with their social institutions and value systems 
still in place as seen in the case of the Indian groups of Peru, will result in faster rates of 
language and ethnic shift. Mufwene(2006) attests that during migration, several unusual 
combinations  of   structural  variants  are  taken  along  to  the  new environment  which 
certainly  will  make  new varieties  to  emerge.  Historically,  in  colonies,  and elsewhere 
where speakers of different languages have come into   contact, some languages have 
been considered superior to others: often one language has attained a dominant position 
in a country. Speakers of endangered languages may themselves come to associate their 
language  with  negative  values  such  as  poverty,  illiteracy  and  social  stigma,  causing 
them  to  wish  to  adopt  the  dominant  language  which  is  associated  with  social  and 
economical progress and  modernity.  One should therefore,  be aware that,  Languages, 
making contact with one another, like cultures, are ever seldom sufficient themselves. 
That is to say that, languages depend so much on each other that no one language can be 
independent on its own.  This necessitates a kind of intercourse which could be mutual or 
hostile; hostile in the sense that one parasites on the other to     the detriment of the 
former.  While the former case leads to what this work terms complete bilingualism, the 
later  culminates  in  partial  bilingualism.  If  these  terms  are  acceptable,  language  shift 
which is our concern in this work will be considered as the final result of the process of 
partial bilingualism.
This work sees the co-existence of Gbagyi with Hausa and other minority languages, like, 
koro,      Nupe,  Igbira,Gade,Bassa  etc,  as  a  case  of  partial  bilingualism,  heavily 
characterised by cultural and  lexical borrowings. Sapir (1921:1) says that, the language 
of a people that is looked upon as a centre of culture is naturally far more likely to exert 
an  appreciable  influence  on  other  languages  spoken  in  its  vicinity  rather  than  being 
influenced by it. Incontrovertibly, a major manifestation of the phenomenon of languages 
in contact situation is borrowing thus culminating in borrowing of associated words. But 
this is not to dispute the fact that there are psychological resistances to borrowing or 
rather to the degree of new words borrowed or even to new sources of borrowing.    
However, it is generally assumed that the nature and extent of borrowing depends entirely 
on  socio-historical  factors  of  culture  relation.  Sapir  (1921:192)  however,  strongly 
believes  that  the  distinguishing  criterion  is  that  the  psychological  attitude  of  the 
borrowing languages (receptor languages) towards linguistic material(s) has much to do 
with its receptivity to foreign words rather than the above reason. It was discovered that 
speakers,  do  not  decide  consciously  which  language    they  must  speak  on  specific 
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occasions.   They try most a times to select only to the extent that they can or must use a  
language available in their  repertoire since the situations in which they interact  often 
constrain their choices. In many cases,  one can speak only a specific language in the 
market, in the office, at church at school or even with their neighbours. This pressure 
grows as  the  population  of  a  particular  locality,  is  mixed and integrated.  This  raises 
fundamental questions: why does a language borrow? What are the limits that can be set 
for linguistic borrowings? Are there languages that resist borrowing? 
Firstly,  geographically  contiguous  languages  between which  there  is  social  economic 
harmony  and   exchange  must  of  necessity  borrow,  and  secondly,  each  language 
depending on its relative develop- ment and growth sets limits what it can borrow, when, 
and how? Lastly, there are exceptionally few languages that can strictly refuse to borrow 
especially, in the face of rapid communication, scientific and cultural advancements in 
the world today.  This situation is greatly experienced among the Gbagyi nations where 
the people have always been displaced by agents of modernisation. For example in the 
Federal Capital Territory, Kaduna, Nasarawa and Niger states, where Gbagyi people were 
dislodged by the  Government  without  being  compensated and even where  they  were 
compensated, they were not fully compensated. Whenever such dislodgements take place, 
the people who are peaceful, run further into the bush, being forced to begin life in a new 
environment thereby causing them come in contact with several new languages causing 
borrowing to begin to take place from the contact languages which eventually lead to 
language shift. 
The people therefore begin to lose their language and cultural identity since language and 
culture    work hand in hand. The Gbagyi in Kaduna for example, came in contact, with 
Hausas, who oppressed them by taking over their land from them, eventhough they were 
the majority in the land and several other minority groups like Kamuku, Kataf and others. 
In Niger state, they are also surrounded by      Hausas, and other minority groups such as, 
Nupe, Ganagana, etc.In Nasarawa and Kogi they have   Hausa, Bassa, Koro Igbira, Gbari,  
Gede and Yeskwa surrounding them.   

Political Repression 
This has frequently happened when nation-states working to promote a single national 
culture limit the opportunities for using minority languages in the public sphere, schools, 
the media, and               elsewhere, sometimes even prohibiting them altogether. Ethnic 
groups are sometimes forcibly            resettled, or children may be removed to be 
schooling away from home, or otherwise have their       chances of cultural and linguistic 
continuity  disrupted.  This  has  happened  in  the  case  of  many  Native  American and 
Australianlanguages, as well as European and Asian minority languages such as Breton in 
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France and  Kurdish in  Turkey. Gbagyi language is a victim of the colonial policy that 
super-imposed some ethnic groups on others even when there was no history of conquest 
and subordination. In a submission made by the Gbagyi of Nigeria, in March 2005 to the 
National Political Reform Conference (NPRC) constituted by the Federal Government of 
Nigeria, it was reported that despite   the numerical strength and superiority exhibited by 
the people in places like the FCT, Kaduna and Niger States,  they have been unjustly 
colonised. Their traditional institutions which are the custodian of culture and language 
have either been bastardised or placed at subservient levels by successive governments. 
In  all  these  places  according  to  the  report,  the  Gbagyi  people  have  been  physically 
decimated, economically dislodged and socially disorganised; having the language also 
greatly affected.
The so called biased national language policy abrogated powers to only the three regional 
recognised  languages:  Hausa,  Yoruba  and  Ibo  leaving  other  languages  termed,  the 
minority languages as non-standard and therefore not recognised  and accepted in any 
function whether public or not. The language is not even being taught in schools in their 
areas not to talk of being accepted to be taught   in the Northern part of Nigeria. This 
leads to  cultural, political, economic marginalization or  hegemony. This happens when 
political and economical power is closely tied to a particular language and culture so that 
there is  a strong incentive for individuals to abandon their  language (on behalf    of 
themselves and their children) in favour of another more prestigious one. This frequently 
happens when indigenous populations, in order to achieve a higher social status, adopt 
the cultural and linguistic traits of a people who have come to dominate them through 
colonisation,  conquest,  or invasion;    examples  of  this  kind of  endangerment  are  the 
Welsh  language in  Great  Britain,  and  Ainu in  Japan.  This  most  common  cause  of 
language endangerment is also found in       Gbagyi language. Sometimes more than one 
of these causes, as poverty, diseases and disasters, act at the same time, thereby affecting 
minority groups disproportionally and consequently, causing the   dispersal of speaker 
populations and decreased survival rates for those who stay behind. In addition, cultural 
and language hegemony may often arise not from domination or conquest but simply 
from increasing contact with a larger and more influential language community through 
better          communications compared with the relative isolation of past centuries. 
Among the  causes  of               language  shift,  cultural,  political  and economical 
marginalization account for most of the world's      language shift and endangerment. 
Scholars distinguish between several types of marginalization        such as economic 
dominance which eventually, negatively, affects minority languages causing          poverty 
that leads people to migrate towards the cities or to other countries, thus dispersing the 
speakers.  Cultural  dominance  occurs  when  literature  and  higher  education  is  only 
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accessible  in  the  majority  language.  Political  dominance  occurs  when  education  and 
political activity is carried out exclusively in a majority language.
Social Identifiers 
According to Okwudishu and Baba (2006), social identifiers such as, is responsible for a 
shift in a language which according to Paulston (2006) include: continued access to a 
standardized, written L1 with cultural prestige and tradition in contradiction to a non-
standard, non- written language of no prestige. When there is little power struggle and not 
much purpose with ethnicity, the common course is assimilation which leads to language 
shift. Voluntary migration, access to public schools, economic incentives in the form of 
available  jobs,  colonization,  and geographical  isolation constitutea  force  that  leads  to 
language shift.A strong tendency especially among the youth is the fact that they like to 
admire or aspire to emulate others who desire to succeed in professional careers or who 
feel  attracted  to  popular  culture  or  religions  and  often  tend  to  identify  with  their 
languages thereby ascribing low status to native languages. Fishman (1991), explains that 
language shift occurs because interacting    languages  and cultures are of unequal power 
therefore, making the weaker ones become dislocated physically and demographically. 
All these social factors constitute greatly to the   shift experienced in Gbagyi language 

Effects of Social Mobilization Factors on Language Shift  
The effects of social mobilization factors on language shift cannot be overemphasized on 
the    languages, the communities and the speakers at all levels. These effects on the 
various levels are      described below:
 i)  On Speakers Identity
Language according to Hoofman(2009) has a huge impact on one’s sense of identity. The 
language  you  speak  constitutes  a  large  part  of  this  identity  and is  so  central  to  our 
everyday lives, and also   to our sense of self, that people can become very defensive if 
their language is being threatened.    Speakers that speak endangered languages may feel 
more pressured from outside  sources.  When a language is  endangered,  the  impact  is 
directly felt by the speakers and other aspects of the community as culture. The speakers 
lose their  identities  and influence since their  source of  identity  which is  language,  is 
destroyed. The language you speak identifies who you are in many ways and also binds 
you to others creating a community of speakers.
ii) Effects on communities
As communities lose their language, they often also lose parts of their cultural traditions 
which are    tied to that language, such as songs, myths and poetry that are not easily 
transferred to another language. This may in turn affect their sense of identity, producing 
a weakened social cohesion as their values and traditions are exchanged with new ones. 



This is sometimes characterized as  anomie. Losing a language may also have political 
consequences  as  some  countries  confer  different  political  statuses  or  privileges  on 
minority ethnic groups, often defining ethnicity in terms of language. That means that 
communities that lose their language may also lose political legitimacy as a community 
with special collective rights.
iii)  Effects on languages
 Language lossalso known as obsolescence in the linguistic literature the language that is 
being lost generally undergoes changes as speakers make their language more similar to 
the language they are shifting to. 
 
Language Revitalization and Maintenance:     
Language   revitalization according to Nahir (2006) is the attempt to turn a language with 
few or no surviving native speakers back into a normal means of communication in a 
community.   Language revival’s interest therefore is that, language should be a normal 
means of conversation and communication among the people.  The number of revival 
movements   at  that  time  were  few,  examples  of  which  include,  the  Irish  language 
movement set up in 1964’s and the Hebrew Language Committee set up in 1911, whose 
main  objective  (of  cit)  was  to  once  again  make  Irish  language  a  normal  means  of 
communication  and  conversation  among  the  Irish  people.  The  Hebrew  Language 
Committee set up in 1911 main      objective was also similar to that of the Irish that was  
for Hebrew to become a language spoken   in all matters of life. Language revitalization 
involves a reversal of language shift where people start using a language that has been 
moribund or threatened by extinction, so that its vitality is    gradually restored, Laoire 
(2008). Revitalization can be studied in a range of contexts where       conditions vary 
considerably. These contexts include among the following; contexts of nation-    states,  
indigenous  linguistic  minorities  in  nation-states,  indigenous  groups  in  post-colonial 
countries and immigrant language groups. There are certain conditions that must be met 
before    the desire to revive a language. These include: 
i)     Addition  of  new sets  of  speakers  to  the  language crucially  involving the  home 
domain and           intergenerational transmission.
ii)     Addition of new functions by introducing them into new domains where it was 
previously        unused or underused.
iii)    The language to be revived must be revalorised by the speakers and the involvement 
and             activity of the individuals and speech communities and awareness that  
positive attitude, action,       commitment, strong acts of will and sacrifice are necessary 
in language revitalization process.         A review of research on language revitalization 
according  to  Anonby  (1999)  indicates  that  successful  efforts  share  five  important 
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characteristics:  a  sense  of  group  solidarity,  immersion  of  language  teaching 
environments, literacy, the use of mass media, and the development of a sufficiently large 
group of speakers. Each of the characteristics will be discussed below:
 Solidarity:  Language revitalisation effort will usually fail if the focus is on language 
alone. It is    much more likely to succeed if it is part of a greater societal movement. That 
is,  if  language  promotion  is  part  of  a  nationalist  movement  or  is  perceived  as  an 
expression of solidarity or ethnicity, it has great potential for success. Examples of such 
language projects that are succeeding because people feel a strong sense of solidarity are: 
Hebrew in Israel, Maori in New Zealand, Irish in Ireland, French in Quebec, Frisian in 
the  Netherlands  and  Catalan  in  Spain.  In  order  for  the  revival  to  take  place  in  any 
language,  the  Speakers  solidarity  is  essential.  Together,  a  whole  generation  must  be 
willing to leave behind an existing way of life to create a new language. One way this  
could be done is to actually move to a new location and start a new community where 
everyone speaks only the language. This happened among Australian Aborigines where 
there was a movement  and people  left    their  settlements  set  up by government  and 
formed  their  own traditional  communities  with  their  food customs,  music  and  forth, 
Fishman (1991).  Other  compelling reasons apart  from language as  economy,  religion 
and others could be employed to establish a community that speaks only the language.
Literacy: Fishman (1980) believes that unless the speakers are entirely withdrawn from 
modern world, minority ethno-linguistic groups need to be literate in their mother tongue 
(as well  as  in some language of  wider  communication).  Most language revitalization 
efforts placed a     high premium on literacy. It was a key to the revival of Hebrew which  
never died completely. It            remained the   widely known language associated 
primarily with the Bible and religious rituals In     India, the government gives prizes for 
writers  who prepared Hindi  materials  for    the  newly literates. The German colonial 
government of Tangayika in Africa before World War11 saw literacy as a way to spread 
Swahili.  According to Fishman (1991), the Basque in Europe which was traditionally 
only an oral language was revived through literacy programs.  The number of newspapers 
written in Basque has grown so much, thereby indicating an   increase of literacy in the 
language. Efforts have also been made in translating volumes into Basque which resulted 
into a Basque University where a third of the language curriculum is being taught. There 
are Young Basque intellectuals who are embarking on academic careers in Basque rather 
than in Spanish or French. Literacy projects can put a check to borrowings from other 
languages  and  can  also  give  a  language  permanency.  Unchecked  borrowings  will 
eventually    kill any language.     
 Immersion:   This is usually used with reference to schools where teachers teach only in 
the            language of the environment. A situation where Kindergarten children are 



taught reading in the         language and in the early grades, all subjects are taught in the 
language. One of the most successful language revival projects by immersion was that of 
the  Hebrew language.  The  project  according  to  Fishman (1991),  did  not  restrict  the 
philosophy of immersion to schools alone but spread it to all levels of the society. He said 
that, the revival project was based upon prior adult ideological commitment to spoken 
Hebrew  which  led  to  the  creation  of  Hebrew  settlements  as  homes,  families  and 
neighbourhoods without waiting for elementary schools to be organised.
Another  successful  immersion effort  has been the development of  immersion    pre-
schools  in  New- Zealand where  local  communities  were  in  charge of  organising and 
implementing this language project. These pre-schools expose children to an all Maori 
language environment before they have   been strongly impacted by English. Pre-school 
program has been extended to all Maori elementary and secondary school levels where 
some courses  are  now being taught  in  the  language.  The  Maori  language immersion 
efforts for adults have been in place since 1979. The goal is to re- establish Maori cultural 
norms of hospitality,  caring,  spirituality  and sharing behavioural  norms for which the 
spoken Maori language is considered essential. The immersion project in Maori has been 
successful, resulting in adults speaking much more Maori and also has led to a lot of  
functions the Maori language is put into use.
  Media: Successful language projects have all made efforts to use their language in the 
media, such as, the television, radio, newspapers etc. It also develops a body of literature 
to increase its prestige. Any language project that ignores the importance of the media 
will  encounter  difficulties.  The  status  of  a language depends to  a large extent  on its 
presence and use in the media and especially on television. Examples of language efforts 
that make use of   media and literature include Swahili, Amharic, Hebrew, Sango, Irish, 
Navajo, and Maori.

Population:  
The  last  characteristic  of  successful  revitalization  programs  is  to  establish  a  large 
population of          speakers. The larger the population the easier it becomes for revival 
of the language. The fact           therefore, that there have been successful language  
revitalisation efforts for many indigenous              languages as shown by Fishman,  
means that there is no language that cannot be revitalised, no       matter the deadness of 
the language and the speakers.

Conclusion
Our investigation has been on the impact of social  mobilization dynamics on Gbagyi 
shift,  recovery  and  maintenance.  The  paper  using,  Paulston  tried  to  examine  some 



dynamics or factors that influence language shift, recovery and maintenance in Gbagyis. 
The calls for actions and reactions to language shift and maintenance around the world 
especially in Africa. This paper tried to answer the questions raised   at the beginning of 
the work, using Gbagyi as a case study? The findings  identified  the  negative  and 
positive effects of some of these factors on Gbagyi, linguistically, politically, culturally 
and economically, that they had to conform to certain dominant cultures thus abandoning 
their cultural values and language. Gbagyi   is one of the endangered Nigerian minority 
languages owing principally to the influence of dominating languages like Hausa and 
English. If fast decisions are not taken, Gbagyi language and culture may eventually die 
or go into extinction.  The   paper   traced the extent of the effects of these factors 
negatively and positively. It also suggested ways on how the Gbagyi language can be 
maintained.
All  hands  must  therefore  be  immediately  put  on  deck  by  the  members  of  Gbagyi 
community and policy makers on the preservation of the language. Finally,  when we 
imagine the magical effect it produces to hear someone speak one’s mother tongue in a 
big city or in a different country, it  might perhaps be good if we learn ‘to speak our 
language, not kill it, Kuju (1998).

Recommendations
The following recommendations were made, in saving the Gbagyi language from going 
into extinction:
1)There  is  need  for  creation  of  language  awareness  programmes  at  all  levels  of 

governance and education which will  go a  long way in helping to  developing the 
language and others that are being encroached into.

2)It  is  also recommended that  children should be encouraged to speak Gbagyi in all 
domains which should include; festivals,  community centres,  ceremonial occasions, 
religious settings educational settings and administrative setting in Gbagyi dominated 
environments.

3)A good national policy on language should inspire linguistic minorities to mobilize 
their population toward the maintenance of their language.

4)The use of the internet facilities should be encouraged in raising awareness on the 
issue of the extinction and preservation of the Language. New technologies as, audio- 
tape-recorder should be encouraged for the preservation of the spoken version of the 
language.

5)The  preservation  of  written  documents  should  also  be  encouraged to  preserve  the 
native literature and linguistics of the language.



6)The community members’ negative attitude towards the use of the language was also a 
thing of great concern to the researcher. They have been using the language without 
promoting it  since they have made to see their  language as hindrance to economic 
mobility  and  integration  into  mainstream  society.  They  abandoned  their  language 
because they do not have enough knowledge of the long term consequences of their 
choice, making speakers use the dominant languages in the north which are; Hausa and 
English.  People  should be made to  speak their  mother  tongues  at  home,  churches, 
mosque, offices, gatherings etc. What is happening to Gbagyi today may happen to any 
other minority language facing similar challenges.

The Gbagyi literates should start putting down few things on paper in the language. This, 
in  one way or  the  other,  could excite  speakers  of  these  languages  and increase  their 
enthusiasm in learning and using language.
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